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Love is supposed to conquer all. With love, you can overcome the obstacles thrown your way. No
matter how ugly or gruesome, love will endure to the bitter end. That's what Valerie believed - until
now. The man that she tried to keep herself from falling for had somehow managed to force his way
in and before she knew it, she had given him her heart. If he believes walking away now is what's
best, he's wrong. But she refuses to beg. No matter how much it hurts. If he wants to leave, then
she won't stop Vladimir from going.After getting rid of the bad guy, you're supposed to get the girl.
That's how it works unless your name is Vladimir and everyone calls you The Impaler. Vlad knew
from the moment he met her, from the moment he felt their connection, he should have stayed
away. Women like her would only get hurt by associating with men like him. He can't change the
past, but he can allow Valerie to have a normal future. A future free of the danger he brings. He
vows to let her go and seek redemption for the woman that deserves it the most.Warning: This book
contains sexually explicit scenes and violence. It is intended for mature audiences only (18+
advised).
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The final book in the story.As to be expected after being kidnapped and assaulted Val has issues.
First mistake she made is not telling Vald what really happened to her while she was kidnapped.
Communication breaks down in the couple's relationship. When Vald finds out the truth of course he
wants to avenge his woman and punish all the people who took part. When Val finds out what he is
doing she starts treating him poorly and making all kinds of ultimatums and threats. For me this is
where the story takes a nose dive. How can you blame your man for killing those who have hurt
you? I felt that Val did not back her man, she was too young and immature to understand where he
was coming from and made him feel wrong. If you are going to be with a man that has mafia ties or
is in the arms trade then you better be prepared and understand that there is gonna be some
darkness that comes with that man. I must prefer in these kinds of stories when the woman is as
badass as her man, if not the relationship is doomed for failure because you want him to be
something that he is not.They eventually get their happy ending. The series is worth a read.

I love the character growth of Vlad from Genesis to Redemption! I'm really happy that they got their
HEA. I would really like to see Andrei and Macy have their own story. I think they would make an
interesting couple.

When I started reading I didn't know how the author was going to get the couple past what
happened. Valerie wanted to leave, she wouldn't talk, both were having internal conversations but
not with each other and I wanted to jump through the pages and sit them down to make them say
the words to each other. The couple faced more downs but they stuck together. Both became better
people once they started communicating. I enjoyed Andrei and would love to read his story. The
couple find their happy ending and it was beautiful

I really loved how well developed the characters were written in the book. And although, in the
beginning, Valerie was naÃƒÂ¯ve. But as the story developed, she grew as woman with a
backbone. And I like that. Vlad will remain a maniac but in a good way. Lol! I'm glad I discovered
this author and series.

While this was a worthy ending to good series I feel that there were just a few parts missing.I think I
would have liked to have seen a little more of Vladimir and Valerie in the first months of
parenthood.I would have liked to have seen a little more interaction with there friends.Overall I was

not disappointed ,this was a good solid ending to a good series.My one ding is that a second pair of
eyes are needed sometimes.A really good adult romance dealing with a few heavy subjects.

Great series for intelligent readers. Understanding the areas written about was a huge help to this
reader and made the story and characters so much more enjoyable. However, I hate the names
changing throughout. Please invest in a good editor

This was a very good book, I loved the growth of the hero and the heroine in this book. This couple
went through a lot, but there love for each other stood the test of time. All though I'm a little ticked
that the father wasn't revealed (because I'm nosey like that..lol) it didn't take away how great this
book was. Kudos to you Ms. King!!!!

I'm pleased with the outcome of this series. I know that I was a pain in the but LOL!!! with the
release dates with a couple of the books but I loved how perfect they were for each other. They
brought out the best in each other. I release that Vlad needed a lot more help than Val, but even she
matured over the course of the series especially the final book Redemption. I know that they didn't
say that he was the biological father, but I would like to believe he was especially with the son
having blond hair. I am glad that Vlad grew into fatherhood and it became him as did marriage !!!!
PS Miss King keep up the good work and I can't wait until Keynaan's story come out!!!!!
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